
How do I advertise my Marijuana Dispensary online in Florida? 

Starting out as a medical marijuana provider in Florida can be harrowing. It is difficult enough to ensure 

that your dispensary complies with all federal regulations. Trying to manage marketing on top of all that, 

and still abide by the standards set forth by the Florida legislature, can feel like too much to handle. 

That’s why I’ve compiled these easy-to-reference guidelines for your journey to the top of the market.  

Let’s start with what NOT to do.  

First of all: DON’T funnel your time and resources into print or broadcast advertising.  

The use of billboards, print ads, television, and radio advertising is a contentious subject. Different states 

have different policies when it comes to these types of advertising, but, more often than not, the broad 

nature of the media makes it difficult if not impossible to comply with the second big “don’t” of medical 

marijuana advertising: 

DON’T advertise to children. This is an obvious ethical boundary that no responsible medical marijuana 

dispensary wants to cross but crossing it inadvertently can be easier than expected. The only way to 

ensure a child wouldn’t overhear, for example, a radio ad for marijuana products while in the car with 

family, would be to advertise only on platforms already deemed completely unfit for children. This 

would likely skew and narrow your targeted demographic in an undesirable way and alienate a portion 

of your target audience.  

The consensus among Florida’s medical marijuana dispensaries seems to be that digital marketing is the 

safest medium. There are forms of digital marketing that help you isolate and serve your target 

demographic.  

According to Florida Statute 381.986 there are four major caveats to the allowance of digital marketing 

for medical marijuana. These are as follows:  

a. All advertisements must be approved by the department. 

b. An advertisement may not have any content that specifically targets individuals under the age of 18, 

including cartoon characters or similar images. 

c. An advertisement may not be an unsolicited pop-up advertisement. 

d. Opt-in marketing must include an easy and permanent opt-out feature. 

Medical marijuana dispensaries can use these caveats as guidelines to shape their digital marketing 

practices. For example, another massive DON’T of marijuana advertising is pay-per-click (PPC) 

advertising, also known as sponsored results. PPC is not permitted, presumably because it qualifies as 

unsolicited by not appearing in the organic search results. Because they must rely solely on organic 

search traffic, medical marijuana dispensaries benefit enormously from SEO, but I’ll go into detail on 

that in a moment.  

First: The final DON’T of medical marijuana marketing. This one is more common sense and caution than 

an actual legal requirement.  

DON’T rely heavily on social media engagement.  



It is beneficial to keep a social media presence thriving, of course. But don’t expect to receive likes from 

all your followers. In a commentary article on medical marijuana marketing, Missy Steiner, head of 

marketing at Bidtellect, writes:  

“Consider: a mom is unlikely to start liking a social sponsored posts about weed on Instagram. 

She’s far more likely to read a sponsored article on the web about how medicinal marijuana 

helped another mom with epilepsy.” 

People are self-conscious of their image on social media, and with good reason when it comes to 

controversial topics such as medical marijuana use. Steiner goes on to advocate for the creation of 

informative content that reframes and de-stigmatizes medical marijuana use. This seems to be our best 

hope of converting demographics who may be on the fence. Blogging, podcasting, and creating engaging 

infographics are all ways to provide quality content that reshapes consumer ideas about marijuana use. 

Aim to inform before you convert.  

As I stated earlier, the legal status of PPC advertising for medical marijuana forces dispensaries to rely 

solely on organic search traffic. This means that SEO best practices are deeply needed to make a mark in 

a highly competitive industry. Think about it: since the industry is profoundly regulated, all advertising is 

forced into the few acceptable channels, e.g., organic search and opt-in marketing. Therefore, the only 

sure way to succeed over competitors is to provide the best quality content and aggressively optimize it 

for the right keywords. For more information on how to get ahead in digital marketing for your medical 

marijuana dispensary, visit (????).  

 

 

 

 

https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/334889/advertising-signposts-for-the-cannabis-industry.html

